2015 Shanghai Government Scholarship
For Fudan University

1、Eligibility
(1) Applicants should be non-Chinese citizens of good health.
(2) Applicants first have to apply and be offered a study place at Fudan University in September 2015
   Applicants enrolled in the following programs are non-eligible:
   I  A joint degree program
   II  Majoring in one’s native language or a third language (French, English, etc.)
(3) Applicants for doctorate studies should have obtained a master’s degree and be under the age of 40; applicants for master’s studies should have obtained a bachelor’s degree and be under the age of 35.
(4) Applicants should not be holding any other scholarship provided by Chinese government.

2、Award details

Category A: Tuition fee is exempted, living stipend (Masters Students 1700RMB/month, Doctorate Students 2000RMB/month), on-campus accommodation, basic textbook fee and Comprehensive Medical insurance for International students in China is provided.

Category B: Students are exempt from tuition fee and will receive basic textbook fee.

Please note that the Award details might be changed in September 2015, so until then use the above as a guide.

3. Application documents requirement
(1) Application Form for Shanghai Government Scholarship
   Applicants should log in the following website [http://www.study-shanghai.org/Scholarship_en.asp](http://www.study-shanghai.org/Scholarship_en.asp) to complete the application online, print and sign it with photo in duplicate.
(2) Personal Statement. The content should include application reason, family financial condition, education and work experience and personal award and strong points etc. At least 1500 words in Chinese (Chinese-taught program) or English (English-taught program);
(3) Notarized photocopies of highest diploma and graduate certificate attached
Please note that whether or not the application is successful, the application documents will not be returned.

4. Application time and mail address
Time: from now to April 6, 2015
Applicants must send the hardcopy documents to Fudan University by post or in person by April 6, 2015, otherwise, it will be considered as a waiver of applicant.
Mail address: see “contact information” (the envelope must be marked “Application for scholarship 2015”)

Please note that applicants who do not know the admission results yet may submit application for the scholarship before the deadline.

5. Result release Time
The application results will be posted on the International student office website at the end of June.

6. Others
(1) Scholarship students should go to Fudan University to register on the date stipulated by the university. Students who have not received permission and arrive late for this process will have their Scholarship status automatically cancelled. Students who have kept the admission and will not register in the fall semester 2015 will have their scholarship status cancelled.
(2) Scholarship students MUST participate in annual scholarship evaluation. Scholarship holders who fail to meet the requirements will have their scholarship cancelled.
(3) Scholarship students in principle could not change their major or study period.

Contact information:
Room 101, International Student Office, Fudan University, 220 Handan Road, Shanghai, 200433, China
Tel: +86-21-65642258 Fax: +86-21-65117298
E-mail: isoadmission@fudan.edu.cn Website: http://iso.fudan.edu.cn